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INSTRUCTION TO CANDIDATES
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SECTION-A is COMPULSORY consistin*&f ?EN questions carrying
TWO marks each.
SEcTloN - B & C. have FOUR queationg&edch.

2.
3. Attempt any FlvE questions:iliQln sEcTloN B & c
EIGHT marks each.
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Li61;velious functions ofword processilg software.

*- D!fod algorithm. How is it different from a program?

.&.\&r.t is the use of break statement?
V;. Differentiate between while loop and do-while 1oop.
f.

What are storage classes?

g.

What are the different ways to initialize string variables?

h.

What are destructors?

i,
j.

What do you mean by pollrnolphism?
Whar is the role of strcal function?
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SECTION-B
2. What do you mean by GUI? What arE the significart features of GUI
based operating syslem?
3. Defire algorithm and flowchart. Write an algorithm to cheak whether a
given number is even or not, Draw its flowchart as

well.

4. Descdbe in detail tbur significant features of MS-Wora

software.
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5. What are spreadsl'reets? How are they created?

De{grfb} how data in a
spreadshqet can be analyzed by using simplegrqplpIlke bar charts and
line graphs.

c.

Symbolic constaqti.,,.

d.. Ke5.wordg.
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Di$erentiafe&mein iteration and rccursion. Write iterative and recursive
lunctjons lbr Iinding Iactorial oIa number. lllustrate lhe use ofthese
a program.

the different forms of inheritance supported by C++? Explain
an example.

t is file? Write a C++ program to count the number of ahamcters in
a given 1ile.
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